Portable BaptEZ® Pool Assembly Guide
STEP ONE: Unfold the cross-welded floor flaps. There is a
label on the center portion that says “Face Up”. Lay this in the
area of the pool, faced up.
STEP TWO: Unfold the liner so that the four flaps are out flat
with the two holes on each flap faced up.
STEP THREE: Slip the four PVC bottom pipes through the
flap’s sleeve - aligning the holes.
NEVER MOVE POOL USING A FLAP,
Not Covered Under warranty

STEP FOUR: Slip the four PVC top pipes through the sleeve at
the top of the pool wall. Align the holes on the pipe with the
openings on the sleeve.
STEP FIVE: Attach the four corners. IMPORTANT NOTE: When
attaching the corners, be sure the top pipe holes are faced
down.

STEP SIX: Lift up one side of the pool and insert the steel
vertical pipes. Then repeat this on the opposite. Followed
by the other two sides.
STEP SEVEN: As you are filling the pool, be sure to work
the bottom wrinkles towards the walls. As it fills the
wrinkles will disappear.
HELPFUL HINT: When attempting to attach the last corner,
Horizontal Pipe

Corner

first insert the male portion of the corner in the pipe, then
point it up and angle the last horizontal pipe so the two ends
are touching. Then push downward so the end of the horizontal pipe gets inserted into the corner. The liner may
stretch a bit, but this will not harm the outer liner at all.

PLEASE NOTE: It is not uncommon for there to be some
minor corner relief tearing when installing the last corner.
This relief will not tear further and once the pool is filled.

Thank You for Choosing a
Portable BaptEZ® Pool

BaptEZ® Limited
Warranty Guide
Portable BaptEZ®
Pool Assembly
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STEP TWO: Unfold the liner so that the four flaps are out flat
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minor corner relief tearing when installing the last corner.
This relief will not tear further and once the pool is filled.

Thank You for Choosing a
Portable BaptEZ® Pool

